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The purpose of this paper is to extend the Green-Naghdi-Ri vlin balance of energy method
to continua with microstructure. The key idea is to replace the group of Galilean transformations
with the group of diffeomorphisms of the ambient space. A key advantage is that one obtains
in a natural way all the needed balance laws on both the macro and micro levels along with
two Doyle-Erickson formulas.

We model a structured continuum as a triplet of Riemannian manifolds: a material manifold,
the ambient space manifold of material particles and a director field manifold. The Green
Naghdi-Rivlin theorem and its extensions for structured continua are critically reviewed. We
show that when the ambient space is Euclidean and when the microstructure manifold is the
tangent space of the ambient space manifold, postulating a single balance of energy law and its
invariance under time-dependent isometries of the ambient space, one obtains conservation of
mass, balances of linear and angular momenta but not a separate balance of linear momentum.

We develop a covariant elasticity theory for structured continua by postulating that energy
balance is invariant under time-dependent spatial diffeomorphisms of the ambient space, which
in this case is the product of two Riemannian manifolds. We then introduce two types of
constrained continua in which microstructure manifold is linked to the reference and ambient
space manifolds. In the case when at every material point, the microstructure manifold is the
tangent space of the ambient space manifold at the image of the material point, we show that
the assumption of covariance leads to balances of linear and angular momenta with contributions
from both forces and micro-forces along with two Doyle-Ericksen formulas. We show that
generalized covariance leads to two balances of linear momentum and a single coupled balance
of angular momentum.

Using this theory, we covariantly obtain the balance laws for two specific examples, namely
elastic solids with distributed voids and mixtures. Finally, the Lagrangian field theory of structured
elasticity is revisited and a connection is made between covariance and Noether's theorem.
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1. Introduction

The idea of generalized continua goes back to the work of Cosserat brothers
[8]. The main idea in generalized continua is to consider extra degrees of freedom
for material points in order to be able to better model materials with microstructure
in the framework of continuum mechanics. Many developments have been reported
since the seminal work of the Cosserat brothers. Depending on the specific choice
of kinematics, generalized continua are called polar, micropolar, micromorphic,
Cosserat, multipolar, oriented, complex, etc. (see Green and Rivlin [17], Kafadar
and Eringen [22], Toupin [35, 36], Mindlin [29] and references therein). The more
recent developments can be seen in Capriz [6], Capriz and Mariano [7], de Fabritiis
and Mariano [11], Epstein and de Leon [12], Muschik et al. [30], Slawianowski
[34] and references therein. For a recent review see Mariano and Stazi [25].

By choosing a specific form for the kinetic energy density of directors, Cowin [9]
obtained the balance laws of a Cosserat continuum with three directors by imposing
invariance of energy balance under rigid translations and rotations in the current con
figuration. A similar work was done by Buggisch [4]. Capriz et al. [5] obtained the
balance laws for a continuum with the so-called affine microstructure by postulating
invariance of balance of energy under time-dependent rigid translations and rotations
of the deformed configuration. The main assumption there is that the orthogonal
second-order tensor representing the affine microdeformations remains unchanged un
der a rigid translation but is transformed like a two-point tensor under a rigid rotation
in the deformed configuration. Accepting this assumption, one obtains conservation of
mass, the standard balance of linear momentum and balance of angular momentum,
which in this case states that the sum of Cauchy stress and some new terms is
symmetric. Recently, de Fabritiis and Mariano [11] conducted an interesting study of
the geometric structure of complex continua and studied different geometric aspects
of continua with microstructure. Capriz and Mariano [7] studied the Lagrangian field
theory of Coserrat continua and obtained the Euler-Lagrange equations for standard
and microstructure deformation mappings. However, in their Lagrangian density they
did not consider an explicit dependence on the metric of the order-parameter mani
fold. In this paper, we will consider an explicit dependence of the Lagrangian density
on metrics of both standard and microstructure manifolds. One should remember that
the original developments in the theory of generalized continua in the Sixties were
variational [35, 36]. However, revisiting the Lagrangian field theory of structured
continua in the language of modern geometric mechanics may be worthwhile.

It is believed that kinematics of a structured continuum can be described by two
independent maps, one mapping material points to their current positions and one
mapping the material points to their directors [27]. Looking at the literature one can
see that for a Cosserat continuum (and even for multipolar continua [16, 17]), the
only balance laws are the standard balances of linear and angular momenta; couple
stresses do not enter into balance of linear momentum but do enter into balance of
angular momentum and make the Cauchy stress unsymmetric. This is indeed different
from the situation in the so-called complex continua or continua with microstructure
[6, 7, 11], where one sees separate balance laws for microstresses. Marsden and
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Hughes [27] postulated two balances of linear momenta. However, it is not clear
why, in general, one should see two balances of linear momentum and only one
balance of angular momentum. ·In other words, why do standard and microstructure
forces interact only in the balance of angular momentum? It should be noted that in
all the existing generalizations of Green-Naghdi-Rivlin (GNR) Theorem (see Green
and Rivlin [16]) to generalized continua the standard Galilei group 9 is considered .
It is always assumed that rigid translations leave the micro-kinematical variables
and their corresponding forces unchanged (with no rigorous justification) and these
quantities come into play only when rigid rotations are considered.

It is known that the traditional formulation of balance laws of continuum
mechanics are not intrinsically meaningful and heavily depend on the linear structure
of Euclidean space. Marsden and Hughes [27] resolved this shortcoming of the
traditional formulation by postulating a balance of energy, which is intrinsically
defined even on manifolds, and its invariance under spatial changes of frame. This
results in conservation of mass, balance of linear and angular momenta and the
Doyle-Ericksen formula. Similar ideas had been proposed in Green and Rivlin [16]
for deriving balance laws by postulating energy balance invariance under Galilean
transformations. For more details and discussions on material changes of frame see
Yavari et a1. [39]. See also Yavari [40], Yavari and Ozakin [41], and Yavari and
Marsden [42] for similar discussions. A natural question to ask is whether it is
possible to develop covariant theories of elasticity for structured continua. As we
will see shortly, the answer is affirmative.

Similar to Noether's theorem that makes a connection between conserved quantities
and symmetries of a Lagrangian density, GNR theorem makes a connection between
balance laws and invariance properties of balance of energy. One major difference
between the two theorems is that in GNR theorem one looks at balance of energy
for a finite subbody, i.e., a global quantity, and its invariance, while in Noether's
theorem symmetries are local properties of the Lagrangian density.

In some applications, e.g., recent applications of continuum mechanics to biology,
one may need to enlarge the configuration manifold of the continuum to take into ac
count the fact that changes in material points, e.g., rearrangements of microstructure ,
etc., should somehow be considered in the continuum theory, at least in an average
sense. This was a motivation for various developments for generalized continuum
theories in the last few decades. In a structured continuum, in addition to the standard
deformation mapping, one introduces some extra fields that represent the underlying
microstructure. In the nondissipative case, assuming the existence of a Lagrangian
density that depends on all the fields, using Hamilton 's principle of least action one ob
tains new Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to microstructural fields [35, 36, 7].
However, to our best knowledge, it is not clear in the literature how one can obtain
these extra balance laws by postulating a single energy balance and its invariance un
der some groups of transformations. This is the main motivation of the present work.

To summarize, looking at the literature of generalized continua, one sees that the
structure of balance laws is not completely clear. It is observed that there is always
a standard balance of linear momentum with only macro-quantities and a balance
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of angular momentum, which has contributions from both macro- and micro-forces.
In some treatments there is no balance of micro-linear momentum (see Toupin
[35, 36], Capriz et al. [5], Ericksen [13]) while sometimes there is one, as in Green
and Naghdi [19], Capriz [6]. In particular, we can mention the work of Leslie [23]
on liquid crystals in which he starts by postulating a balance of energy and a linear
momentum balance for micro-forces. In his work, he realizes that the balance of
micro-linear momentum cannot be obtained from invariance of energy balance. To
date, there have been several works on relating balance laws of structured continua
to invariance of energy balance under some group of transformations. These efforts
will be reviewed in detail in the sequel.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 geometry of continua with
microstructure is discussed. Section 3 discusses the previous efforts in generalizing
Green-Naghdi-Rivlin Theorem for generalized continua. Assuming that the ambient
space is Euclidean and assuming that the microstructure manifold at every material
point is the tangent space of ]R3 at the spatial image of the material point, we
generalize GNR theorem. Section 4 develops a covariant theory of elasticity for those
structured continua for which microstructure manifold is completely independent of
the ambient space manifold in the sense that ambient space and microstructure
manifolds can have separate changes of frame. We then develop a covariant theory
of elasticity for those structured continua in which microstructure manifold is
somewhat linked to the ambient space manifold. In particular, we study the case
where microstructure manifold is the tangent bundle of the ambient space manifold.
We also introduce a generalized notion of covariance in which one postulates energy
balance invariance under two diffeomorphisms that act separately on micro and macro
quantities simultaneously. We study consequences of this generalized covariance. In
Section 5, we look at two concrete examples of structured continua, namely elastic
solids with distributed voids and mixtures. In both cases, we obtain the balance laws
covariantly. Section 6 presents a Lagrangian field theory formulation of structured
continua. Noether's theorem and its connection with covariance is also investigated.
Concluding remarks are given in Section 7.

2. Geometry of continua with microstructure

A structured continuum is a generalization of a standard continuum in which the
internal structure of the material points is taken into account by assigning to them
some independent internal variables or order parameters. For the sake of simplicity,
let us assume that each material point X has a corresponding microstructure (director)
field p, which lies in a Riemannian manifold (M, gM). Note that p, in general,
could be a tensor field. In general, one may have a collection of director fields and
the microstructure manifold may not be Riemannian. However, these assumptions
are general enough to cover many problems of interest. In this case our structured
continuum has a configuration manifold that consists of a pair of mappings (cpt, (Pt)
[27, 11], where x = CPt(X) represents the standard motion and p = (Pt(X) is the
motion of the microstructure. Both CPt and (Pt are understood as fields. As in the
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Fig. 2.1. Deformation mappings of a continuum with microstructure.

(2.1)

geometric treatment of standard continua, the current configuration lies in an embed
ding space S, which is a Riemannian manifold with a metric g. Note that ambient
space for the structured continuum is S = S x M and for every X E B, cp(X) lies
in a separate copy of M. Here, we have assumed that the structured continuum is
microstructurally homogeneous in the sense that directors of two material points Xl
and X2 lie in two copies of the same microstructure manifold M (see Fig. 2.1).

More precisely, kinematics of a structured continuum is described using fiber
bundles (see, for instance, Epstein and de Leon [12]). Deformation of a structured
continuum is a bundle map from the zero section of the trivial bundle B x Mo (for
some manifold Mo) to the trivial bundle S x M (see Fig. 2.2). Corresponding to
the two maps CPt and CPt, there are two velocities, which have the following material
form aCPt (X) ~. aCPt (X)vex, t) = E TxS, vex, t) = -- E TpM.at at
Let us choose local coordinates {X A }, {x"}, and {pal on B, Sand M, respectively.
In these coordinates

where {ea } and rea}

VeX, t) = Vaea,

are bases for TxS

a acpa
V =-,at

veX, t) = Va ea ,

and TpM, respectively, and
a~a

Va=~.at

(2.2)

(2.3)
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Fig. 2.2. Deformation of a continuum with microstructure can be understood as a bundle map between two
trivial bundles. Here all that is needed is the zero-section of the reference bundle, i.e. the material manifold.

In spatial coordinates

vex, t) = V 0 (j);!,

In a local coordinate chart

vex, t) = vaea,

(2.4)

(2.5)

Here, for the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that our structured continuum has
one director field, which is assumed to be a vector field. As was mentioned earlier,
this is not the most general possibility and in general one may need to work with
several director fields or even with a tensor-valued director field. Generalization to
these cases is straightforward.

Marsden and Hughes [27] chose the classical viewpoint in taking JR3 to be the
ambient space for material particles and postulated the integral form of balances
of linear and angular momenta. The more natural approach would be to start
from balance of energy and look at consequences of its invariance under some
transformations. This is the approach we choose in this paper. Note that the two
maps (j)t and CPt, in general, are independent and interact only in the balance of
energy, i.e. power has contributions from both deformation maps. The other important
observation is that balance of energy is written on an arbitrary subset (j)t(U) c S.

3. The Green-Naghdi-Rivlin Theorem for a continuum with microstructure

In most theories of generalized continua, macro and micro-forces enter the
same balance of angular momentum because the ambient space manifold and the
manifold of microstructure are somewhat related. Now the important question is the
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following: how can one obtain two sets of balance of linear momentum, one for
micro-forces and one for marco-forces in such cases starting from first principles?
Of course, one can always postulate as many balance laws as one needs in a theory.
However, a fundamental understanding of balance laws is crucial in any theory.
Accepting a Lagrangian viewpoint, one has two sets of Euler-Lagrange equations
as there are two independent macro and micro kinematic variables (see Toupin
[35, 36], de Fabritiis and Mariano [11]). Then, assuming that these equations are
satisfied, Noether's theorem leads us to expect that any conserved quantity of the
system corresponds to some symmetry of the Lagrangian density. The Lagrangian
density can be invariant under groups of transformations that act on the ambient
and microstructure manifolds simultaneously. For example, if one assumes that an
arbitrary element of SO(3) acts simultaneously on Sand M and Lagrangian density
remains invariant, then the conserved quantity is nothing but angular momentum
with some extra terms representing the effect of microstructure. However, another
possibility would be a symmetry in which an arbitrary element of SO(3) acts only
on M. Now one may ask why the Lagrangian density should be invariant under
simultaneous actions of SO(3) on Sand M.

A way out of this difficulty may be to look for a generalization of the Green
Naghdi-Rivlin theorem for continua with microstructure. There have been several
attempts in the literature to generalize this theorem. In all the existing generalizations,
it is assumed that in a Galilean transformation, micro-forces and micro-displacements
remain unchanged under a rigid translation while under a rigid rotation both micro
and macro quantities transform. Postulating invariance of balance of energy under an
arbitrary element of the Galilean group and accepting this assumption, one obtains
conservation of mass, the standard balance of linear momentum and balance of
angular momentum with some extra terms that represent the effect of microstruture.
However, this does not give a micro-linear momentum balance. So, it is seen that
the link between energy balance invariance and balance of micro-linear momentum
is missing.

It should be noted that in most of the treatments of continua with microstructure,
the microstructure manifold M may not be completely independent of the ambient
space manifold S and this may be a key point in understanding the structure
of balance laws. From a geometric point of view this means that spatial and
microstructure changes of frame may not be independent, in general.

There have been several attempts in the literature to obtain balance laws of
generalized continua by energy invariance arguments. Capriz et al. [5] start from
balance of energy and postulate its invariance under rigid translations and rotations
of the current configuration. They assume that microstructure quantities (kinematic
and kinetic) remain unchanged under rigid translations while under rigid rotations
micro-forces transform exactly like their macro counterparts. This somehow implies
that the microstructure manifold is not independent of the standard ambient space.
Under a rigid translation, each microstructure manifold (fiber) translates rigidly and
hence micro-forces and directors remain unchanged. Under a rigid rotation directors
and their corresponding micro-forces transform exactly like their macro counterparts
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because rotating a representative volume element its director goes through the same
rotation. This invariance postulate results in the standard conservation of mass and
balance of linear and angular momenta. Balance of linear momentum has its standard
form while balance of angular momentum has contributions from both forces and
micro-forces. However, this invariance argument does not lead to a separate balance
of micro-linear momentum.

Gurtin and Podio-Guidugli [21] introduce a fine structure for each material point.
They then postulate two balances of energy, one in the macro scale and one in the
fine scale. The fine structure is characterized by the limit E ---+ 0 of some scale
parameter E. Postulating invariance of these two balance laws under rigid translations
and rotations they obtain two sets of balance of linear and angular momenta. They
emphasize that balance of micro-angular momentum only introduces a micro-couple
and offers nothing essential.

Green and Naghdi [19, 20] start from balance of energy and assume that it
is invariant under the transformation v ---+ v + c, where v is the spatial velocity
field and C is an arbitrary constant vector field. This gives the conservation of
mass and balance of linear momentum. Then they obtain a local form for balance
of energy and assume it remains invariant under rigid translations and rotations.
In the case of a Cosserat continuum they assume invariance of energy balance
under v ---+ v + Cj and w ---+ w + cz, where w is the spatial microstructure velocity
field and Cj and Cz are arbitrary constant vectors. However, it is not clear what it
means to replace w by w + Cz in terms of transformations of the ambient space
and microstructure manifolds. In other words, what group of transformations lead
to this replacement and why they should not affect the macro-velocity field. This
seems to be more or less an assumption convenient for obtaining the desired balance
laws. This assumption leads to conservation of mass and balance of macro and
micro-linear momenta. Then, again they postulate invariance of local balance of
energy under rigid translations and rotations that transform micro and macro forces
simultaneously. This gives a local form for balance of angular momentum.

The Green-Naghdi-Rivlin Theorem for structured continua in Euclidean space.
Let us now study the consequences of postulating invariance of energy balance
under time-dependent isomorphisms of the ambient Euclidean space with constant
velocity for a structured continuum. Consider balance of energy for CPt (U) C CPt (B)
that reads

~ { p (e + ~v. v) dv = { p (b.v +b· v+ r)dv
~~~ 2 ~~

+ {(t.v+t,v+h)da, (3.1)
Jarpt(U)

where for the sake of simplicity, we have ignored the microstructure inertia. Here
e is the internal energx, density, b is the body force per unit of mass in the
deformed configuration, b is the micro-body force per unit of mass in the deformed
configuration, r is heat supply per unit mass of the deformed configuration, t is
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traction, t is micro-traction, and h is the heat flux. Let us assume that the ambient
space is Euclidean, i.e., S = ~3. Consider a rigid translation of the ambient space
of the form

x' = ~t(x) = X + (t - to)c, (3.2)

where c is a constant vector field on S = ~3. Let us also assume that the director
field is a vector field on ~3. We know that for any x E ~3, Tx~3 can be identified
with ffi3 itself. So, we assume that for x = <Pt(X) E ~3, Mcpt(x) = Tx~3 ::: ~3. Note
that for a rigid translation of the ambient space

T~t = id, (3.3)

where id is the identity map. Therefore, a rigid translation does not affect the
microstructure quantities. Assuming invariance of balance of energy under arbitrary
rigid translations implies the existence of Cauchy stress and the usual conservation
of mass and balance of energy, i.e.

p+ pdivv=O,

div rr + pb=pa.

Next, let us consider a rigid rotation of S = ~3 of the form

x' = ~t(x) = eQ(t-to)x,

where Q is a skew-symmetric matrix. Note that

T~t = eQ(t-to), TT~t = O.

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

We know that
(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.11)

V' = ~ I p' = QeQ(t-to)p + eQ(t-to) ~ I p.
at x at x

that at t = toThis means

Thus

V' = V+ Qp. (3.10)

Subtracting balance of energy for tp,(U) from that of <P; (U) at t = to, we obtain

1 pa·Qxdv= 1 pb·Qxdv+ { t.QXda+l pb.Qpdv
~~ ~~ h~~ ~~

+ ( t· Qpda.
JOCPt(U)

We know that

{ t.QXda=l (divO'·Qx+O':Q)dv,
J0CPt (U) CPt (U)

{ t.QPda=l [div u 0 P + u . V'p] : Q d v.
J 0CPt (U) CPt (U)

(3.12)

(3.13)
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Substituting (3.12) and (3.13) into (3.11) and using the local form of balance of
linear momentum, we obtain

( [0- + div uQ9 P +u.V'p] : Q dv = O.
)rpt(U)

Because U is arbitrary, we conclude that

[0- + div(u Q9 p)]T = 0- + div(u Q9 p).

In components this reads as follows:

(Jab + aae,epb + aae pb,e = K ab = Kba.

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

It is seen that the rigid structure of]R3 and its isometries does not allow one to obtain
a separate balance of microstructure linear momentum. We will show in the sequel
that when the ambient space is ]R3 or, more generally a Riemannian manifold,
a generalized covariance can give us such a separate balance of microstructure
linear momentum. We will also see that for a structured continuum with a scalar
microstructure field, e.g., an elastic solid with distributed voids, one can covariantly
obtain a separate scalar balance of micro-linear momentum.

4. A covariant theory of elasticity for structured continua with free microstruc
ture manifold

In this section we develop a covariant theory of elasticity for those structured
continua for which one can change the spatial and microstructure frames indepen
dently. An example of such continua is a continuum with voids or a continuum
with distributed "damage", which will be studied in detail in Section 5. Let us first
review some important concepts from geometric continuum mechanics.

The reference configuration B is a submanifold of the reference configuration
manifold (lB, G), which is a Riemannian manifold. Motion is thought of as an
embedding CPt : B -+ S, where (S, g) is the ambient space manifold. An element
dX E TxB is mapped to dx E TxS by the deformation gradient

dx=F·dX. (4.1)

The length of dx is geometrically important as it represents the effect of deformation.
Note that

((dx, dX))g = ((dX, dX))rp7g (4.2)

where ((... )) is the induced inner product from the metric g. In this sense the
pulled-back metric C = cp7g is a measure of deformation, The material free energy
density has the following form

\II = \II (X, F, G, go CPt) .

Let us define the spatial free energy density as

1/J(t, x, g) = \II (cp;l, F 0 cp;l, Go cpt-I, g).

(4.3)

(4.4)
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Similarly, internal energy density has the following form

e = e(t , x, g). (4.5)

Th is means that fixing a deform ation mapping ifJ/ , internal energy density explicitly
depends on time, current position of the material point and the metric tensor at the
current position of the material point. Note also that e is supported on ifJ/ (B) , i.e.
e = O in S\ifJ/(B) .

Now let us look at internal energy density for an elastic body with substructure
in which free energy density has the following form

\lI = \lI (X, F, (j5/, F,G, g 0 ifJ/ , gM 0 (j5t). (4 .6)

For a given deformation mapping (ifJt, (j5/) define

J/! (t , x, g, p,gM)

\11 ( -I F -I ~ -I ~F - I G -I -I ~ -I)= '¥ ifJt ' 0 ifJt ,ifJt 0 CPr ' 0 ifJr, 0 ifJt ,g, P 0 ifJt , gM 0 CPr 0 ifJt ' (4.7 )

where gM = gM 0 (j5 0 «'. Similarly, internal energy den sity has the following form

e = e (t, x , g, p, gM). (4 .8)

Balance of energy for tp, (U) C S is written as

dl [ ~ 1 ~]- p (x, t ) ett , x, g, p , gM) + - «v, V}}g + K(p , v)
~ ~~ 2

= r p (x , t) ((b, v}}g + ((ii,V))- + r) + r («. v))g + ((t,V))- + h) da,J'PI (U) gM Ja'Pr tu, gM

(4.9)

where we think of p (x , t ) as a 3-fonn and band t are microstructure body force
and traction vector fields, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that
the microstructure kinetic energy has the following form

~ 1 r.:~
K(p, v) = 2,1 (,v, V)}gM ' (4.10)

where we assume the microstructure inertia j is a scalar.
All the physical processes happen in S and thus balance of energy is written on

subsets of ifJr(B) C S. Standard traction is a vector field on S and the microstructure
tra ction is a vector field on M . The standard and microstructure tractions have the
following coordinate representations

(4.11)

(4.12)

where {ea} and tea} are bases for TxS and TpM , respectively. Similarly, the stress
tensors have the following local representations

( ) ab ~ ( ) rz ab ~
(T x, t = a Ca ® eb, (T x, t = a ea ® ei:
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The first Piola Kirchhoff stresses for the standard deformation and the microstructure
deformation are obtained by the following Piola transformations

paA = J(F-1)A b crab, paA = J(r1)A h (Jab, (4.13)

where J = Jg:tt~ detF. These transformations ensure that

tda = TdA and tda =TdA. (4.14)

Now this means that in terms of contributions of tractions to balance of energy we
have

((t, v}}gda = ((T, V}}gdA and ((1, V))gM da = ((1\ V))gM dA. (4.15)

For U c B, material energy balance can be written as

dl [ 1 1 ~~ ]- Po(X, t) E(t, X, g, gM) + - ((V, V}}g+ -J ((V, V))
dt U 2 2 gM

= rPo(X, t) (( (B, V}}g + ((8, V))- + R) + r (( (T, V}}g + ((1\ v)) + H) dA,lu gM lau gM
(4.16)

where again Po is a 3-form.

4.1. Covariance of energy balance

Let us assume that for each XES, the microstructure manifold is completely
independent of S. In other words, a change of frame in S(or M) does not affect
M (or S) and quantities defined on it. An example of a structured continuum
with this type of microstructure manifold is a structured continuum with a scalar
director field, although there are other possibilities. We show in this subsection that
postulating energy balance and its invariance under time-dependent changes of frame
in Sand M results in conservation of mass and micro-inertia, two balances of
linear and angular momenta, and two Doyle-Ericksen formulas, one for the Cauchy
stress and one for the micro-Cauchy stress.

THEOREM 4.1. If balance of energy holds and if it is invariant under arbitrary
spatial and microstructure diffeomorhisms ~t : S ---+ S and TIt : M ---+ M, then there
exist second-order tensors IT and u such that

t = ((IT, n}}g and (4.17)

and
Lvp = 0,

Lvj = 0,

div o + pb = pa,

divu + pb = pja,

IT = IT T,

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)
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(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

1]t acts on

(Fou/ = Fou,
ae

2p ag = CT,

_ ae
FoCT = 2p-;:;:;-,

agM

where div is divergence with respect to the metric g, Fo = FF-1 and
all the microstructure fibers simultaneously.

Proof: Let us consider spatial and microstructure diffeomorphisms separately.

Microstructure covariance of energy balance. Consider a microstructure diffeo
morphism 1]t : M ---+ M (see Fig. 4.1) and assume that

1]t It=to = id. (4.26)

COVARIANT BALANCE LAWS IN CONTINUA WITH MICROSTRUCTURE

t: • x

"\o ~t 0<1',
1

(S,g)

• X

~"'J
(B,G)

~
p'

•

.:
(M,1Jt*(gM))

(M,gM)

Fig. 4.1. A microstructure change of frame.

Invariance of energy balance under 1]1 : M ---+ M means that balance of energy in
the new frame has the following form

d 1 [, ,- I I ., ({-' -')) ]d p(x,t) e(t,x,g,P,gM)+2"((V,V))g+2"] v,v gM
t 'Pt(U)

=1 p(x, t) (((b, V))g + ({b', v'))- + r) + { (((t, V))g + {(t', v'))g + h) da.
'Pt(U) gM Ja'Pt(U) M

(4.27)
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Note that , ! ~) ( *~e (t, x, g, p , gM = e t, x, g, p, 1]1 gM). (4.28)

Thus
d I . oe ~d =e+ r: £zgM, (4.29)
t 1=10 gM

where
alZ=- 171' (4.30)at 1~10

Note also that
~!I ~v 1 = v+ z. (4.31)

=/0

Assuming that b' - /a' = 1Jt*(b - )a), at t = to we obtain

f L,» (e + ((v, v»g + ~) {(V+ z, V+ Z»gM)
JqJt(U) 2

1 (. ae (l ~ • ~ 1. ~ ~ ) )+ p e + -a~ : .J-<zgM + J ({a, z»gM + -2LvJ ((v +z, v + z) gM
<{!t(U) gM

=1 p({{b,V))g+((b,V+Z))- +r)+ r (((t,V»)g+((t,v+z}i- +h)da.
qJt(U) gM JaqJt(U) gM

(4.32)

Replacing p by pdv and subtracting balance of energy (4.9) from the above identity
and considering the fact that Z and U are arbitrary, one obtains

Lv(pj) = 0, (4.33)

r p ~e : £zgM dv = r p ({b, z))_ dv + r ((i', z))~ da. (4.34)
Jlpt(U) ogM JqJt(U) gM Jalpt(U) gM

Applying Cauchy's theorem (see Marsden and Hughes [27]) to (4.34), one concludes
that there exists a second-order tensor Ci such that

t= {{Ci,n))g'

Now let us simplify the surface integral.

LEMMA 4.2. The contribution of microstructure traction has the following sim
plified form

f ((i, z))g da = { [«diViT, z»gM + FoCi : ~£zgM + Foa : CUM] dv.
J alpt (U) M JIpt(U) 2

(4.36)

Proof:

{ ((t,z}}g = { aCXbnCgbczp(gM)cxpda = 1 [acxbzP(gM)ap]/bdv. (4.37)Jalpt (U) M Jalpt (U) Ipt(U)
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But because (gM)a.Blb = (gM)a.Bly(FoV b = 0, we have

[aabz.B(gM)a.BJlb = [aabz.BJlb (gM)a.B = aablbZ.B(gM)a.B + z.Blbaab(gM)a.B' (4.38)

Note that

Now, because z and U are arbitrary from (4.34) one obtains

~ Be
FO(1 = 2p-;:::;-, (4.40)

agM

(Fou)T = Fou, (4.41)

div u + ph = pja. (4.42)

Spatial covariance of energy balance. Invariance of energy balance under an
arbitrary diffeomorphism ~t : S ~ S means that (see Fig. 4.2)

d 1 I I [, I 1 (( ")} 1" ((~I ~I)} ]dt ",;(u/(X,t) e(t,x,g,gM)+Z v,v g+Zl V,V gM

= 1 pl(X', t) (((b', Vi)} "+ ((hi, yl)}- + r l
)

",;(U) g gM

+ { (((t', Vi)} + ((t', yl)}_ + hi) da', (4.43)
Ja",;(U) g gM

are dictated by Cartan' s

The internal energy density has the following transformation

e'tt , x', g, gM) = e(t, x, ~*g, p, gM). (4.46)

(4.44)

h'(x', t) = h(x, t).
(4.45)

r'(x', t) = r(x, t),

where cP; = ~t 0 CPt. We also assume that

~t It=to = id.

and unprimed quantitiesThe relation between primed
spacetime theory, i.e.,

P'(x', t) = ~*p(x, t), t ' = ~*t,

Thus
d I I • ae- e = e + - : 'cwg,
dt t=to ag

(4.47)

where
alw = - ~t.
at t=to

Spatial velocity has the following transformation

V'=~*V+Wt.

(4.48)

(4.49)
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• X

• x

(S ,g)

X'

(B ,G)

• p

Fig. 4.2. A spatial change of frame in a continuum with microstructure.

Thus, at t = to, v' = v + w. Also
-, V~ -I c-1 - /: - 1
V = 0 CPt 0 S t = v 0 '>t • (4 .50)

Therefore, at t = to
(4.51)

Assuming that b' - a' = ~t* (b - a) [27] and noting that h' - 3" = h- 3', balance of
energy in the new frame at t = to reads

1 Lvp (e + ~ ((v + w, v + w))!: + ~ i ((V,V))gM)
~~ 2 2

1 (. 3e . - - 1. r.; ~ )+ p e + - : 'cwg + ((v + w, a))g +] ((v, a))gM + -Lv] ('v, v))gM
rpr(U ) 3g 2

= 1 p (((b, v + W))g + ((h,v)}- + r)
rpr(U) gM

+1 (((t,V+W))g+{{t,V)~ +h)da. (4.52)
arpr(U) gM

Subtracting (4.9) from (4.52) and considering the fact that wand U are arbitrary,
we obtain conservation of mass Lvp = 0 and using it in (4.33) we obtain balance
of microstructure inertia:

Lvi = O. (4.53)
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Now using conservation of mass and microstructure inertia, and replacing p by pdv
in (4.52), one obtains

r p(ae :'cwg+ ((w , a»)g) d v = r p(((b,w))g)dv+ r (( (t ,w))g)da.
] rpr (U ) ag i.; ] arpr(].,{)

(4.54)
Applying Cauchy's theorem to the above identity and considering (4.35) shows that
there exists a second-order tensor 0' such that

t= ((O',n»)g' (4.55)

(4.58)

Now let us look at the surface integral in (4.54). This surface integral is simplified
to read

r ((t,W))gda=l ((divO',W»)gdv+1 (O' :~'cWg+O':W)dV, (4.56)
} arpr (u) rpr(U) IfJt(U) 2

where W has the coordinate representation Wab = ~(Walb - wbla) ' Substituting (4.56)
into (4.54) yields

1 (2P ae - 0') : ~'cwgdV + r 0' : ta dv
rp/(U) ag 2 ] IfJ/(U)

-1 ((divO' + p (b - a) , w))gdv = O. (4.57)
rp,(U )

Because U and W are arbitrary we conclude that

ae
2p- = 0' ,ag

div 0' + pb = pa.

(4.59)

(4.60)

o
Next, we study the effect of material diffeomorphisms on balance of energy.

4.2. Transformation of energy balance under material diffeomorphisms

It was shown in Yavari et al. [39] that, in general, energy balance cannot be
invariant under diffeomorphisms of the reference configuration and what one should
be looking for instead is the way in which energy balance transforms under material
diffeomorphisms. In this subsection we first obtain such a transformation formula
for a continuum with microstructure under an arbitrary time-dependent material
diffeomorphism (see Eq. (4.99)) and then obtain the conditions under which balance
of energy can be materially covariant.
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The material energy balance transformation formula. Let us begin with
a discussion of how energy balance transforms under material diffeomorphisms.
Let us define

E(t , X, G) = E (X, F(X) , ;Pt(X),F(X), g(cpt(X» , gM (;Pt (X» , G) , (4.61)

where E is the material internal energy density per unit of undefonned mass.
Material (Lagrangian) energy balance (4.16) can be simplified to read

{ !!- [PO (E(t, X, G) +! {{V, v», +!] ((Y,V)) )]lu dt 2 2 gM

= { Po ({(B, v», + ((8,Y)}- + R) + { ({{T, V))g + ((1\ V)} + H) dA,b w ~ w
(4.62)

where U is an arbitrary nice subset of the reference configuration B, Band Bare
body force aQ.d microstructure body force, respectively, per unit undefonned mass,
VeX, t) and vex, t ) are the material velocity and microstructure material velocity,
respectively, Po(X,1) is the material density, R(X, t ) is the heat supply per unit
undefonned mass, and H (X, t , N) is the heat flux across a surface with normal N
in the undeformed configuration (normal to au at X E aU).

Change of reference frame. A material change of frame is a diffeomorphism

S t : (~ , G) -+ (~, G'). (4.63)

(4.64)

A change of frame can be thought of as a change of coordinates in the reference
configuration (passive definition) or a rearrangement of microstructure (active defi
nition) . Under such a framing , a nice subset U is mapped to another nice subset
U' = S t(U) and a material point X is mapped to X' = S t(X) (see Fig. 4.3). The
deformation mappings for the new reference configuration are cP; = CPt 0 S;I and
q;: = ;Pt 0 S;-I. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 4.3. The material velocity in U' is

a a a ~- I
V'(X', t) = -cp;(X') = -.!!2 0 S;I(X') + Tip, 0 ~(X'),at at at

where partial derivatives are calculated for fixed X'. We assume that

';:;' I - id..... t t=to - ,
as,
-(X) = W (X, t) .at (4.65)

Note that W is the infinitesimal generator of the rearrangement St. It is an easy
exercise to show that

Thus , at t = to

V, - V ,;:;,-1 - FF-1 . W ,;:;,-1- o ..... t S o .... t ·

V'=V-FW.

(4.66)

(4.67)
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<: • x

(S,g)
X

\i'tO~tl
•

(B,G)
<Pt

-I

=t\
CPt

.p

• x'

.. (M,gM)

(B,=t*G)
- --1
CPt 0 =t

Fig. 4.3. Referential change of frame in a continuum with microstructure.

Similarly
(4.68)

Note that

G' ( .... -1)* G ( .... -1)* * G ( .... -I)*G .... G= tp, 0 c.t 0 <Pt* = c.t 0 <Pt 0 <Pt* = c.t = c.t*

= (TSt)-*G(TSt)-I, (4.69)

and

The material internal energy density is assumed to transform tensorially, i.e.

e'«, X', G') = E(t, X, G).

(4.70)

(4.71)

This means that internal energy density at X' evaluated by the transformed metric
G' is equal to the internal energy density at X evaluated by the metric G. We
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know that G' = St*G, and thus

t:« , X' , G) ~ e«.X, S;G).

Therefore

(4.72)

(4.73)

(4.75)

d I " aE se "- E (r , X, G) = - + -G : ..LwG.
dt t==to at a

Balance of energy for reframings of the reference configuration. Consider
a deformation mapping tp, : 8 -+ S and a referential diffeomorphism St : Q3 -7 Q3.

Th . , ",-I 8' S d~' ~ ~-I 8' M he mappings ({Jt = tp, 0':::',: -7 an ({Jt = ({Jl O':::'t: -+ ,were
B' = St(8), represent the deformation of the new (evolved) reference configuration.
Balance of energy for St (U) should include the following two groups of terms:

i) Looking at «({J;, cp;) as the deformation of 8' in S x M, one has the usual
material energy balance for St(U). Transformation of fields from (Q3, G) to
(Q3, G') follows Cartan's space-time theory.

ii) Nonstandard terms may appear to represent the energy associated with the
material evolution.

We expect to see some new terms that are work-conjugate to W t = it S t. Let us
denote the volume and surface forces conjugate to W by Bo and To, respectively.

Instead of looking at spatial framings, let us fix the deformed configuration and
look at framings of the reference configuration. We postulate that energy balance
for each nice subset U' has the following form

d{ (1 1 ~~)
dt lu' p~ E' + 2((V', V')}+ 2J I ((V',V')} dV'

= 1pb (((B',v')) + ((B/,v')) + R') dV' + { (((T', v')) + ({T',v')) + H')dA'
u' lau'

+ { {{B~, Wt})dV' + { ((T~ , Wt})dA', (4.74)
lu' l aU'

where U' = St(U) and B~ and T~ are unknown vector fields at this point. Using
Cartan's spacetime theory, it is assumed that the primed quantities have the following
relation with the unprimed quantities,

dV' ~ St*dV, R'(X', t) ~ R(X, t), pb (X', t) = Po(X),

H'(X', N', t) = H(X , N, t), J' = J,

T'(X', N', t) = T(X, N, t ), T'(X', N', t) = T(X, N, t).

We assume that body force is transformed in such a way that

Thus

B' - A' = S I*(B - A),

(B' - A' ) I = B - At==to ' (B' - A')I = B- A.
1=10

(4.76)

(4.77)
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Note that if a is a 3-form on U, then

~I {a' = {~I (3*a')
dt 1=/0 JUI Ju dt 1=10 I '

where U = 31 (U). Thus

~I {EldV' = {~I (3;E')dV = { (aE + aE : ~WG) dV.
dt 1=/0 JU' Ju dt 1=/0 Ju at ao

Material energy balance for U' c 8 ' at t = to reads

21

(4.78)

(4.79)

{ apo (E +! ((V - FW, V-FW)) +!J ((V - FW, V- FW))) dV
lu at 2 2

+Lpo( aa~ + :~ :~wG + ((V - FW, A'I/=/o)) + J ((V - FW, A'1/=/0))

+ ~ ~~ ((V - FW, V- FW)) )dV = LPo (((B'I/=/o' V - FW)) + R) dV

+ {po((BII/=/o,V-FW))dV+ { (((T,V-FW))+H)dA
Ju Jau

+ { ((T,V-FW))dA+ {((Bo,W))dV+ { ((To,W))dA. (4.80)i; Ju Jau

We know that To and Bo are defined on 8 and T~ and B~ are the corresponding
quantities defined on 3 /(8 ) . Here we assume that

T~ = 3 /*To and B~ = 3 /*Bo. (4.81)

Subtracting balance of energy for U from this and noting that (A' - B')/=/O = A - B

and (A' - BI
) = A- B one obtains1=10

La~o (- ((V, FW)) + ~ ((FW, FW)) - J ((V, FW)) + ~J ((FW, FW))) dV

{ [aE ~ - aJ ( ~ ~ 1 ~ - )]+ Jupo BG: ~wG-((FW,A))-((FW,JA))+a-t -((V,FW))+ 2((FW,FW)) dV

= - {((poB,FW))dV- { ((T,FW))dA- {((poB,FW))dVk hu k
- { ((T, FW)) dA + { ((Bo, W)) dV + { ((To, W)) dA. (4.82)i; i, Jau

We know that

((T, FW)) = ((FW, ((p, N)))) , ((T, FW)) = ((FW, ((p, N)))) , (4.83)
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where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. Thus, substituting (4.83) into
(4.82) , Cauchy's theorem implies that

(4.84)

for some second-order tensor Po. The surface integrals in material energy balance
have the following transformations (see Yavari et a1. [39) for a proof)

l: ((FTT, W))dA = LDiV{{FTp, W))dV

= L[({Div(FTp), W)) + FTp : Q + FTp : KJ dV. (4.85)

And

l: {{FTT, W))dA = LDiv((FTp, W))dV

= L[((Div(FTp) , w)) + FTp: n + FTp: K] dV, (4.86)

where

QlJ = ~(GIK WK
IJ - GJKWKI/) = ~ (WI IJ - WJI/) ,

K lJ = ~ (G/K WK)J + G JK WKI/) = ~ (Wi ll + WJ1/) ,

Similarly

(4.87)

1
K = 2J;wG . (4.88)

[ «To, W)) dA = [ Div «Po, W)) dVloU lu
= L((DivPo, W)) + Po: Q + Po: K]dV. (4.89)

At time t = to the transformed balance of energy should be the same as the balance
of energy for U. Thus, subtracting the material balance of energy for U from
the above balance law and considering conservation of mass and micro-inertia, one
obtains

Lpo~~ :~wGdV+ L{{poFT(B-A),W))dV+ L{{poFT(B-A),W))dV
- [ ((PoBo, W)) dV + [ ((FTT + FIT - To, W))dA = O. (4.90)lu lou
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Therefore

L (2PO:~ + FTP+FTP-PO) : ~'£WGdV + L (FTp+FTp-PO) : QdV

+L ({POFT(D - A)+poFT(Ii - A) -Do+Div (FTp+FTp)-DivPo, W))dV = O.

(4.91)

Using balance of linear and micro-linear momenta, (4.91) is simplified to read

L (2PO:~ +FTP+FTP-PO) : ~'£WGdV+ L(FTP+FTP-PO):QdV

+L ({Div (FTp+FTp_ Po) - FTDivP - FTDivP - Do,W))dV = O. (4.92)

Because U and W are arbitrary, one obtains

8E T ~T~
Po = 2P08G +F P+F P,

(FTp+FTp-Pof =FTp+FTp-Po,

Do = Div (FTp+FTp - Po) - FTDivP - FTDivP.

Note that (4.94) is trivially satisfied after having (4.93). Thus, we have

8E T ~T~
Po = 2P08G +F P+F P,

Do = Div (FTp+FTp_ Po) - FTDivP - FTDivP.

(4.93)

(4.94)

(4.95)

(4.96)

(4.97)

REMARK. Note that Do and Po are material tensors and hence the transformation
(4.81) makes sense.

In summary, we have proven the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.3. Under a referential diffeomorphism St : IB ---+ IB, and assuming
that material energy density transforms tensorially, i.e.

e«, X', G) = E(t, X, S;G),

material energy balance has the following transformation:

(4.98)
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!!:- { pb (E' + ~ ((V', V')) + ~J' ((V', V'))) dV'
dt J.B.t(U) 2 2

{ pb (((B', V')) + ((B', V'I} + R'} dV'
J.B.t(U)

+ { (((T', V')) + ((T', V')) + H'} dA'
JasdU)

+ Lt(U) ((B~, Wt))dV' + lStCU) ((T~, Wt))dA', (4.99)

where

T~= St* [((2PO~~ +FTP+FTP,N))], (4.100)

B~ = S,* [DiV (FTp+FTP - Po) - FTDivP - FTDivP] , (4.101)

and the other quantities are already defined.

Consequences of assuming invariance of energy balance. Let us now study the
consequences of assuming material covariance of energy balance. Material energy
balance is invariant under material diffeomorphisms if and only if the following
relations hold between the nonstandard terms

Po =0

Bo =0

or

or

JE T ~T~
2po- = -F P-F P

JG '

Div (FTP + FTp) = FTDiv P + FTDiv P.

(4.102)

(4.103)

4.3. Covariant elasticity for a special class of strnctured continua

In this subsection, we consider two special types of structured continua in which
microstructure manifold is linked to reference and ambient space manifolds. In the
first example, we assume that for any X E B, microstructure manifold is (TxB, G).
For such a continuum, directors are "attached" to material points. We call this
continuum a referentially constrained structured (RCS) continuum. In the second
example, we assume that in the deformed configuration, microstructure manifold for
x = <Pt(X) is (TxS, g). We call such a continuum a spatially constrained structured
(SCS) continuum. For RCS continua we look at both referential and spatial covariance
of energy balance. This is a concrete example of what we earlier called a structured
continuum with free microstructue. For SCS continua we look at spatial covariance
of energy balance.

As was mentioned earlier, in most treatments of continua with microstructure, one
has two balances of linear momenta; one for standard forces and one for microstructure
forces, and one balance of angular momentum, which has contributions from both
standard and micro-forces. In this subsection, we show that in a special case when
microstructure manifold is the tangent space of the ambient space manifold, one can
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(4.105)

(4.104)

Materially constrained structured continua.
velocity is defined as

obtain all the balance laws covariantly using a single balance of energy. Interestingly,
there will be two balances of linear momenta and one balance of angular momentum.
We will also see that there are different possibilities for defining "covariance" and
depending on what one calls "covariance", balance laws have different forms.

Given X E B, and M = TxB, director

~ a(j5t(X)
V= .at

For writing energy balance in S we need to push-forward the director velocity. The
spatial director velocity is defined as

~ ~

v= ({Jt*V = FV.

Micro-traction T has the coordinate representation
~ ~A

T = TEA. (4.106)

Internal energy density has the form e = e(t, x, p 0 ({J;I, g, G 0 ((Jt- I). Spatial and
microstructure diffeomorphisms act on macro and micro-forces independently as was
explained in Section 4.1. The resulting governing equations are exactly similar to
those obtained previously and thus we leave the details.

Spatially constrained structured continua. In the previous section we assumed
that the standard ambient space and the microstructure manifolds are independent in
the sense that they can have independent changes of frame. It seems that this is not
the case for most materials with microstructure and this is perhaps why one sees
only one balance of angular momentum, e.g. in liquid crystals [13, 23]. Here, we
present an example of a structured continuum in which the microstructure manifold
is linked to the standard ambient space manifold. We assume that for each XES,

the director at x, i.e. p(x) is an element of TxS. In other words

M x = TxS V x E ((Jt(B), (4.107)

i.e. for each x microstructure manifold is TxS and cp is a time-dependent vector
in TxS. In the fiber bundle representation schematically shown in Fig. 2.2, this
means that microstructure bundle is TS, i.e. the tangent bundle of the ambient
space manifold.

Here we assume that the director field is a single vector field. Generalization of
the results to cases where the director is a tensor field would be straightforward.
The microstructure deformation gradient has the following representation

F= TCPt 0 F, F: TxS --+ Tpex)TxS. (4.108)

In components F= Fa b e, 0 eb
•

Microstructure velocity is defined as

(4.109)

~ a I ~vex, t) = - ({Jt(x).at x
(4.110)
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(4.111)

Or
- . ap V 2v = P = at + yp. (4.11 )

Now let us consider a spatial change of frame, i.e. ~I : S -+ S. Note that
<P; = ~I 0 <PI and because <i5 E TxS we have

<i5;(x') = T~I . <i51(X). (4.113)

Microstructure velocity in the new frame is defined as

-, ap' V ' (4114)v = - + yiP. .at
Noting that p' = ~t*P and v' = ~hV + w., we obtain

Note that!

Thus

Note also that

(4.115)

(4.117)

(4.118)

(4.119)

Therefore
(4.120)

This means that at time t = to

v'=v+VpW. (4.121)

We assume that microstructure body forces transform such that a' - b' = ~t* (ii - b).
For this structured continuum we assume that, in addition to metric, internal

energy density explicitly depends on a connection too, Le.2

e = e(t, x, p, g, V). (4.122)

(4.116)

2Note that this is similar to Palatini ' s formulation of general relativity [37], where both metric and connection
are assumed to be fields.
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The connection V is assumed to be metric compatible, i.e Vg = 0 but not necessarily
torsion-free, i.e. V is not necessarily the Levi-Civita connection. Therefore, under
a change of frame we have the following transformation of internal energy density

e'(t , x', p', g, V) = e(t, x, p, ~,*g, ~,*V).

Thus, at t = to
~ . oe oe
e' = e + - : "cwg + - : "cwV.og sv

We know that for a given connection V [27]

"cwV = VVw + 'R . w.

Or in coordinates

where 'R is the curvature tensor of (8, g).

Balance of energy for tp,(U) c 8 is written as

(4.123)

(4.124)

(4.125)

(4.126)

d1 [ 1 1 ~~]- p(x, t) e(t, x, p, g, V) + - ((v, v)) + - j ((v, v))
dt cpr(U) 2 2

=1 P(X,t)(((b,V))+((b,V))+r)+l (((t, v)) + ((t,V))+h)da. (4.127)
i(!t(U) ai(!t(U)

Let us postulate that energy balance is invariant under arbitrary spatial changes of
frame ~t : 8 -+ 8, i.e.

~1 p'(x', t) [e'(t, x', pi, g, V) + ~ ((v', v')) + ~ j' ((Vi, v'))]
~ ~~ 2 2

= ( p'(x', t) (((b', v')} + ((b',Vi)} + r') +1 ({(t', Vi)} + ((1', v')} + h') da.
~~ ~~

(4.128)

We know that

e'(t, x', p', g, V) = e(t, x, p, ~,*g, ~,*V), r' = r, h' = h,

p'(x', t) = ~t*p(x, t), v' = ~t*v + W, b' - a' = ~l*(b - a),
I ,-- --, rrr ----

t = ~l*t, t = ~t*t, b - a = ~t*(b - a).

(4.129)

(4.130)

(4.131)
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Subtracting balance of energy for tp, (U) from that of ifJ;(U) at t = to, we obtain

1 [LyP (~ ( (W , w)) + ((v, W))) + Ly(pj) (~((vw . p, Vw· p)) + ((Y, Vw· p) ))
'Pr(U) 2 2

( ae ae ) ]+ p ag : £wg + av : (VVw + 'R. . w) + ((a, w)) + ) ({3, Vw · p))

= ( p((b,w))+ { ((t, W))da+l ((pb , Vw .p)}+ { ((t,Vw.p}}da.
J'Pt(U) Jd'Pt (U ) 'Pt(U) Jd'Pt(U)

(4.132)

Assuming that ~I is such that v'II=lo -v = 0, i.e. Vw = 0, Cauchy's theorem applied
to (4.132) implies that there is a second-order tensor a such that t = ((u, n)). Now
applying Cauchy's theorem to (4.132) for an arbitrary ~t implies the existence of
another second-order tensor (j such that t = (((j , n)).

R EM ARK. Microstructure manifold is the tangent space of the ambient space
manifold at every point. However, microstructure is not related to the deformation
mapping. This is why, unlike the so-called second-grade materials (see Fried and
Gurtin [14]), two separate stress tensors exist.

As U and w are arbitrary, and replacing p by pdv in (4.132), we conclude that

Lyp = 0,

Ly ) = O.

(4.133)

(4.134)

Now let us simplify the last two integrals in (4. 132). The volume integral is
simplified to read

{ ((p(b - )a), vw p}}dv = 1 pCb - )a) ® p : (~£Wg + w) dv. (4.135)J'Pr(U) 'Pt (U ) 2

The surface integral is simplified as

{ ((t,vw, p}}da=l (CiadpCWa tc)tddv
Jd'Pt (U) 'Pt (U)

= 1 [(div u ) ® p + (j . Vp] : (~£wg + w) dv +1 (iad PCWalcid dv ,
'Pt(U) 2 'Pt(U)

= 1 [(divu) ®p+U ·Vp]: (~£Wg+w)dv+l u®p :VVwdv.
'Pr(U ) 2 'Pt(U)

(4.136)
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Thus

1 ( ae . ~ ~ ~ ~ ) 1
-2p- + 0' + (div o ) ® p + 0' . Vp + pCb - }a) ® p : -£wgdv

IfJ/(U) ag 2

+ 1 (-2P ae + 0' + (div o') ® p + u.Vp + pCb - }a) ® p) :to d»
'Pt(U) ag

+ 1 ((-pa + pb + div rr - p~ : R, W))dV
1fJ/~) av

1 ( ae ~ ~)+ -p- +0' ®p : VVwdv = 0.
'Pt(U) av

Therefore, because U, w, and z are arbitrary we finally obtain

Lvp = 0,

Lv} = 0,
ae

divO'+pb=pa+Pav:R,

(4.137)

(4.138)

(4.139)

(4.140)

ae . ~ ~ ~.~
2p- = 0' + (div o ) ® p + 0' . Vp + pCb - Ja) ® p, (4.141)

ag

[0' + (div u) ® p + u .Vp + pb ® p] T = 0' + (div u) ® p + u .Vp + pCb - }a) ® p,

(4.142)

ae ~

Pav = 0' ®p. (4.143)

In component form, (4.141) reads

2p~ = aab + aaclcpb +aac pb 1c + p(j;a _ (ia)pb = aab + p(j;a _ (ia)pb + (aac pb)lc.
agab

(4.144)
Note that combining (4.140) and (4.143), one can write balance of linear momentum
as

div rr + pb = pa + (u ® p) : R. (4.145)

This means that both stress and micro-stress tensors contribute to balance of linear
momentum. It is seen that there is a single balance of linear momentum, a single
balance of angular momentum both with contributions from forces and micro-forces,
and two Doyle-Ericksen formulas.

We should mention that Toupin [35, 36] showed that for elastic materials for which
energy depends on gradient of the deformation gradient, i.e. the second derivative
of deformation mapping, balance of linear momentum and angular momentum are
both coupled for micro and macro forces. However, as was mentioned earlier, here
we are not considering second-grade materials.
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Generalized covariance of energy balance for spatially constrained structured
continua. In all the previous examples we observed that covariance under a single
spatial diffeomorphism cannot lead to a separate balance of micro-linear momentum.
Let us consider two diffeomorphisms ~t, Tit : S ---* S such that both are identity at
t = to and

z i= w, Vz i= Vw, VVz= VVw, (4.146)

where
a,

W = - ~t,at t=to
alz = - Tit.at t=to

(4.147)

We assume that under the simultaneous actions of these two diffeomorphisms, Tit
acts on micro-quantities and ~t acts on the remaining quantities (including metric
and connection). Thus, in the new frame

V' =v+ Vpz, -, -, r;;-ba - b = 17t*\a - ). (4.148)

We assume that energy balance is invariant under the simultaneous actions of ~t and
Tit and call this a generalized covariance. Therefore, generalized covariance implies
that at time t = to

1 [LvP (~((W, w)} + ((v, W}}) + Lv(pj) (~((vz. p, Vz· p)} + ((Y, Vz· p)})
CPt(U) 2 2

(
ae ae _ )]+ p -: £wg+ -: (VVw+'R.. w) + ((a, w)} + ((ja, Vz· p})ag sv

=1 p((b,w}}+ { ((t,w}}da+1 ((pb,Vz.p}}+ { ({t,Vz.p))da.
CPt (U) J8cpt(U) cPr(U) J8cpt (U)

(4.149)

Arbitrariness of wand z gives us conservation of mass L, p = 0, conservation of
microstructure inertia Lvj = 0, and the existence of stress tensors (T and u. Thus

1 p (oe :£wg +!.-=- : (VVw + 'R.. w) + ((a, w)) + ((ja, Vz· P}})
CPt(U) og av

= 1 p((b,w})+ { ((t,w})da+1 ((pb,Vz.p))
~~ h~~ ~~

+ 1 [(divu) ® p + u.Vp] : Vzdv + 1 u® Ii: VVzdv. (4.150)
~~ ~~
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Arbitrariness of z, w, and U, and noting that VVz = VVw, one obtains

diVCT+Pb=pa+ P:; :'R, (4.151)

oe
2p- = CT,

ag
(4.152)

TCT = CT,

div(q ® p) + pb ® p = pa ® p, (4.153)
oe _

p av = CT ® p. (4.154)

It is seen that generalized covariance gives a separate balance of micro-linear
momentum, i.e. Eq. (4.153).

5. Examples of continua with microstructure
In this section, we present two examples of continua with microstructure and

obtain their governing equations covariantly. We first look at a theory of elastic solids
with voids (see Nunziato and Cowin [31]), which is a structured continuum with
a one-dimensional microstructure manifold. We show that microstructure covariance
in this case gives all the balance laws and a scalar Doyle-Ericksen formula. We
then geometrically study the classical theory of mixtures (see Bowen [3J, Bedford
and Drumheller [2], Green and Naghdi [18J, Sampaio [32J, Williams [38]) and
obtain the governing equations covariantly.

5.1. A geometric theory of elastic solids with distributed voids

An elastic solid with distributed voids can be thought of as a structured continuum
with a scalar microstructure kinematical variable, as in Capriz [6]; here, we follow
Nunziato and Cowin [31]. In addition to the standard deformation mapping, it is
assumed that mass density has the following multiplicative decomposition

Po(X) = Po(X, t)vo(X, t), (5.l)

(5.3)

(5.2)

e = e(t, x, g, v, Tv),

where Po is the density of the matrix material and Vo is the matrix volume fraction
and 0 < Vo ~ 1. Deformation is a pair of mappings (f/Jt, (Pt) : B x B --7- S x JR.
Material void velocity and void deformation gradient (a one-form on B) are defined
as

VeX t) = ovo(X, t) F(X t) = ovo(X, t).
, at' , aX

Spatial void velocity is defined as v= V 0 o:', Internal energy density at XES

has the following form

where v = Vo 0 f/J and hence

av -A av
(Tv)a = - = F a--A'oxa ax (5.4)
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For a subset CPt (U) c S, balance of energy reads

~1 p(x, t) (e(t, x, g, v, Tv) + ~ «v, v)) + ~K V 2) dv
~ ~~ 2 2

=1 p(x,t) ((b,v)) +b v+r)dv+ [ ((t,v))+tv+h)da, (5.5)
~t(l1) Ja~t(l1)

where K = K(X, t) is the so-called equilibrated inertia [31], and band t are the
void body force and traction, respectively, and both are scalars.

Let us first consider a time-dependent spatial change of frame St : S ---+ S such
that at t = to, Sto = id. Under this change of frame v'(x') = v(x) and hence

Therefore, at t = to

e' = e'(t , x', g, v', Tv') = e(t, x, St*g, V, Tv). (5.6)

(5.7)
-=-- ae
e' = e+ - : £wg,

ag

where w = it StIt=to' Subtracting balance of energy for CPt (U) from that of cP; (U) at
t = to, gives the existence of Cauchy stress and the standard balance laws [39].

Let us now consider a microstructure change of frame T}t : (0, 1] -+ (0, 1] such
that T}t It=to = id and

aT}t(v) = Zt(v).
at

Void velocity in the new frame has the following form,

~I a ~
v = - T}t 0 v = T}t* V + Zt·at

(5.8)

(5.9)

Thus, at t = to, v'(v) = v(v) + z(v). Under the void change of frame, we have

e'(t, x, g, VI, Tv /) = e(t, x, g, u, T'n,> Tv). (5.10)

Note that

~ T . Tv _ ~ (aT}t) ~ aT}t av _ az~ a
2T}t(v)

~ aT}t av (5.11)
dt (T}t ) - dt av ax + av ax - av ax + av2 ax + av ax'

Thus, at t = to

Therefore, at t = to

d , av aT}l av
-(TT}t . Tv) = z (v)- +--.
~ ax avax

...:... . ae I

el = e + --V,AZ (v).
aV,A

(5.12)

(5.13)
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Balance of energy in the new void frame at t = to reads

1 [. Be , 1 . ~ 2 ~r::: ]p e + -V.AZ (v) + ( v, a)) + -K(V + z) + Ka ~v + z) dv
1p1(U) BV.A 2

=1 p(((b,V))+h(v+ z) +r)dv+l ((t,v ))+t(v+ z)+h)da . (5.14)
'/ll CU ) 8'Pt(U)

Subtracting (5.5) from (5.14), one obtains

1 [Be , 1 . - 2 ~ ] 1 ~ 1 -P -B-V,AZ (v) + -2 K(2vz + z ) + «a z dv = obzdv + t zda.
'/l1 (U) V,A '/l1{U) Blpt{U)

(5.15)
Because z and U are arbitrary, we conclude that K = 0, which is the balance of
equilibrated inertia [15]. Using Cauchy's theorem in the above identity, we conclude
that there exists a vector field 'iT (void Cauchy stress), such that t = (fari a. Therefore,
the surface integral in (5.15) can be simplified to read

1 tZda=l [<divu)z+F- \(fav,Az']d v. (5.16)
8'/l1 (U) '1'1 (U)

Now, (5.15) can be rewritten as

1 (P~V' A - F-Aa (fav.A) z' (V)dV-l (divu+ph-pa) z(v)d v=O.
Ipr(U) BV, A 'Pt{U )

(5.17)
Because z and z' can be chosen independently and U is arbitrary, we conclude that

divu + ph = pa,

-A -a Be
F a a V.A = P-a- V,A'

V,A

(5.18)

(5.19)

Eq. (5.18) is balance of equilibrated linear momentum [31] and Eq. (5.19) is a
scalar Doyle-Ericksen formula,

5.2. A geometric theory of mixtures

In mixture theory, one is given a finite number of bodies (constituents) that can
penetrate into one another with the understanding that there is no self penetration
within a given constituent. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we ignore diffusion as
our goal is to demonstrate the power of covariance arguments in deriving the balance
laws. We ·assume that in our mixture M there are two constituents; generalization
of our results to the case of N constituents is straightforward. We denote the
constituents by 1 and 2. We should mention that recently Mariano [24] studied
some invariance/covariance ideas for mixtures. Our approach is slightly different as
will be explained in the sequel.
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Each constituent is assumed to have its own reference manifold (is, iG), i = 1,2.
Deformation of M is defined by two deformation mappings icpt, i = 1, 2 such that

i = 1,2, (5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

i = 1,2.

i.e., it is assumed that the ambient space manifold S is equipped with two different
metrics 1g and 2g.3 Material and spatial velocities are defined as

. a icpt(Xi, t)
IV(Xi, t) = ---at

tangent maps of the two deformation mappings, i.e.,Deformation gradients are
iF = T icp, i = 1, 2.

Given x E icpt(8i), it is assumed that this point is occupied by particles from
both S1 and 82, i.e., given a time to, x is the pre-image of particles X1 and X2
defined as

X1 = 1cp~\x) and X2 = 2cp~1(X).

Thus, at a later time t

1cpt(X1) = 1CPt 0 1cp~1(X) i 2CPt (X2) = 2cpt 0 2cp~1(X), (5.23)

i.e., in general, the two particles X1 and X2 will occupy two different points of S
at time t. This means that one can have spatial changes of frame that act separately
on different constituents."

In the traditional formulation of mixture theories, for each constituent, one
assumes the existence of an internal energy density and a "growth" of internal
energy density. Here, we assume that each constituent has an internal energy that
depends on all the spatial metrics. For our two-phase mixture M this means that

e1 = e1 (t, x, 19, 2g) and e2 = e2 (t, x, 19, 2g). (5.24)

Dependence of each internal energy density on both the spatial metrics accounts for
the interaction of constituents. Each constituent is assumed to have its own mass
density Pi, i = 1, 2, and mass density at point x is defined as

p(x, t) = V1 (x, t)P1 (x, t) + V2(X, t)P2(X, t), (5.25)

where Vi are volume fractions of the constituents, although at this point we do not
need to define p.

Balance of energy for a subset Ut = 1CPt (U1) = 2CPt (U2) c S is written as

:t it~ Pi(X, t) rei (x, t, 19, 2g) + ~ ((iv, iv))J

= it~ Pi(X, t) (((ib, iV))i + ri) +l
U
t~ (((it, iV))i + hi) da, (5.26)

3This is similar to what Mariano [24] does when postulating covariance of energy balance.
4This is closely related to what Mariano [24] does in his energy balance covariance argument.
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where «(., '))i is the inner product induced from the metric ig and all the other
quantities have the obvious meanings. Balance of energy can be simplified to read

it~ L iv Pi(x, t) [ei (x, t, 19, 2g) + ~ ((iv, iv))J

+it~ Pi(X, t) [ei (x, t, 19, 2g) + ((iv, ia))J

= it~ Pi(x, t) (((ib, iV))i + ri) + lUt ~ (((it, iV))i + hi) da. (5.27)

Traditionally, a separate balance of energy is postulated for each constituent [24].
Here, we only postulate a balance of energy for the whole mixture.

We now consider a spatial diffeomorphism ~t : S ---+ S that acts only on (S, 1g)
and is the identity map at t = to. We postulate covariance of energy balance, i.e.,
in the new spatial frame energy balance reads

:t i, p~(x', t) [e; (x', t, 19, 2g) + ~ (Cv', 1V'))1]

t

d { , (x' ) [ , (' 1 2) 1 ((2' , 2 ')) ]+dtJuP2x,t e2 x,t,g,g+"2 V'V 2
t

= { P~ (x', t) ((Cb', 1v'))1 + rD + { ({Ct', 1v'))1 + h') da'
Ju; Jau;

+ ( p~(x', t) (Wb', 2v'))2 + r~) + { (Wt', 2v'))2 + h;)da'. (5.28)
Ju; Jau;

Spatial velocities have the following transformations

1v' = ~t*1v + w, and 2v' = 2v. (5.29)

We assume that 1b is transformed such that [27]

1b' - 1a' = ~t* Cb- 1a). (5.30)

Note also that

Thus, at t = to

e; (x', t, 19, 2g) = e1 (x, t, ~t 19, 2g) ,

e~ (x', t, 19, 2g) = ez (x, t, ~t 19, 2g) .

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)
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Subtracting the energy balance (5.27) from (5.28) evaluated at t = to yields

[L l v Pl(X,t)[((w,1v))1+~((W'W}}1]+1 P1(X,t)(aa~1 + a~2):'cWg
JUt Ut gag

= [ P1 (x, t) ((Cb - 1a, W))1) + [ ((Ct, W))1) da. (5.35)
J~ h~

Arbitrariness of Ut and w would guarantee the existence of a Cauchy stress 1a such
that 1t = ((1 a , Ii)}1 and also will give the following after replacing P1 by P1 dv

L l v P1 = 0, (5.36)

div11([ + P11b = P11a, (5.37)

1([ = 1([T, (5.38)

(5.39)

(5.43)

(5.40)

(5.4l)

(5.42)

Similarly, assuming that ~t : 5 -+ 5 acts only on (5,2g) and postulating energy
balance covariance will give the following balance laws:

L z, P2 = 0,

div22([ + pib = P22a,

2([ = 2([T,

2 o(e1 + e2)
([ = 2P2 2 .o g

Note the coupling in the Doyle-Ericksen formulas. Note also that these balance
laws can be pulled back to either 61 or 6 2.

6. Lagrangian field theory of continua with microstructure, Noether's theorem
and covariance

The original formulations of Cosserat continua were mainly variational [35, 36].
There have also been recent geometric formulations in the literature [7, 11]. In
this section we consider a Lagrangian density that depends explicitly on metrics
and look at the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. Then an explicit relation
between covariance and Noether's theorem is established. Similar to the ambiguity
encountered in covariant energy balance in terms of the link of the microstructure
manifold with the ambient space manifold, here we will see that this ambiguity
shows up in the action of a given flow on different independent variables of the
Lagrangian density.

The Lagrangian may be regarded as a map L : T C -+ JR, where C is the space
of some sections", associated to the Lagrangian density L and a volume element

5See Marsden and Hughes [27] for details in the case of standard continua. The case of structured continua
would be a straightforward generalization.
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dV(X) on B and is defined as

u», fjJ, '0, !p)

= L.c(X, <p(X), fjJ(X), F(X), G(X), g(<p(X», '0(X) , ~(X), F(X), g(<p(X)))dV(X).

(6.1)

Here tp and '0 are understood as fields representing standard and microstructure
deformations, respectively. Note that, in general, one may need to consider more
than one microstructure field with possibly different tensorial properties. Note also
that in this material representation, the two maps <p and '0 have the same role and
it is not clear from the Lagrangian density which one is the standard deformation
map. However, having the coordinate representation for these two maps and their
tangent maps, .one can see which one is the microstructure map. Note also that g
and g are background metrics with no dynamics.

The action function is defined as

S(<p) = (1 L(<p, fjJ, '0, !p)dt. (6.2)
lto

Hamilton's principle states that the physical configuration (<p, (p) is the critical point
of the action, i.e. '

8S = dS(<p, (p) . (8<p, 8(p) = O. (6.3)

This can be simplified to read

1
t 11(a.c a.c. et: sc- . 8<p + -. .8q.> + - : 8F + - : 8g

to B aq.> aq.> aF ag
a.c ~ a.c N' a.c ~ a.c ~)+ --;::; . 8q.> + ---:<: . 8q.> + ----;<;;" : 8F + ---;;:; : 8g dV(X)dt = O. (6.4)
aq.> a<p aF ag

As 8q.> and 8'0 are independent, we obtain the following Euler-Lagrange equations

a.c _ !!..... a.c _ (~) _~Fe b 2 a.c b - 0 65
aq.>a dt afjJa aFaA IA aFb A AYae+ aged gbdYae-, ( . )

a.c _!!..... a.c _ (~) _~ p/L ~fJ 2 a.c ~ ~fJ = 0 6
a'0rx dt aiPrx aprxA IA apfJA AYrx/L + ag/L). gfJ).Yrx/L . (6.)

We know that because of material-frame-indifference, E depends on F and g
through C. Thus, Euler-Lagrange equations for the standard deformation mapping
are simplified to read

A a.c b
Pa IA + aq.>a = POgab A , (6.7)

a.c d a.c ~ A ~ A~/L ~fJ a.c ~ ~fJ - 68
----;::;- - - ----;::> + Prx IA + PfJ F AYrx/L + 2----;:::;- gfJ).Yrx/L - 0, ( . )
aq.>rx dt aq.>rx ag/L).
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(6.9)

(6.10)

where
A a£ ~ A a£

Pa = ---, Pa = --~-.
aFa A aFaA

When Euler-Lagrange equations are satisfied, given a symmetry of the Lagrangian
density Noether's theorem tells us what its corresponding conserved quantity is.
Suppose lfrs is a flow on S generated by a vector field w, i.e.

!:-.I lfrs 0 f{J = W 0 ip,
ds s=o

Now if we assume that this flow leaves the microstructure quantmes unchanged,
i.e., if we assume that the ambient space manifold and the microstructure manifold
are independent, then invariance of the Lagrangian density means that

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.12)

c (XA "ra( ) alfr:.b alfr: Fb G alfr% alfr1 ~,o.a Fa ~ )
, 'f's f{J , axb f{J , aXb A, AB, - aXa aXb ged, f{J ,f{J, A, gaf3

P(XA a 'a Fa G ~a oUX F~a ~) (611)=J..- ,f{J .tp: , A, AB,gab,f{J ,f{J, A,gaf3' .

Yavari et al. [39] proved that this implies the following two conditions

2 a£ _ be~Fa be a£ 'a
a - g aFe A + g a' e f{J ,

gab A f{J

a£
af{Ja = 0,

i.e., the Doyle-Ericksen formula and spatial homogeneity of the Lagrangian density.
Now, suppose TIs is a flow on M generated by a vector field z, i.e.

d I ~ ~- TIs 0 f{J = Z 0 tp,
ds s=o

Invariance of the Lagrangian density with respect to TIs means that

P ( A a'a a a ;;:'\ aTl~ "'-f3 aTl~ Ff3 aTlf aTl~ ~ )
J..- X ,f{J,f{J,F A,GAB,gab,Tls(f{JJ, a

pf3
f{J, a

pf3
A'-apaapf3

gILA

P(XA a 'a Fa G ~ oUX F~a ~) (615)=J..- ,f{J ,f{J, A, AB, gab, f{J ,f{J, A,gaf3' .

Differentiating the above identity with respect to s and evaluating it for s = 0, after
some lengthy manipulations we obtain

a£ _ ~a ~f3IL a£ f3IL a£ ,o.a 6 6
2~-FAg -~-+g "'-1J,f{J, (.1)

agaf3 aFILA af{J

!!.- a£ + (--2!-) _a£ ~A "'-IJ, = 0.
dt a oUX aFa M YaILf{J (6.17)

f{J A IA af{J

Assuming that E has the following splitting in terms of internal energy density and
kinetic energy
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(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.16) IS simplified to read

oe ~R of:- ~ ~RA
2po--;:::;- = F OI A gP/L_~_ = F OI

API' •
ogOl{3 er-;

Now let us simplify this relation and show that it is exactly equivalent to (4.40).
Note that

(6.20)

Thus
(6.21)

Hence
oe 01 ~{3b 222p--;:::;- = (Fo) b (J' • (6. )

ogOl{3

This means that (6.16) is equivalent to (4.40)!
Following Yavari et al. [39], it can be shown that using Euler-Lagrange equations

and some lengthy manipulations, (6.17) can be simplified to read

of:-
---z- = O. (6.23)
OcpOl

This means that if Lagrangian density . is microstructurally covariant, then it has
to be microstructurally homogenous and a micro-Doyle-Ericksen formula should be
satisfied.

de Fabritiis and Mariano [11] study invariance of Lagrangian density of a struc
tured continuum under different groups of transformations. In particular, they require
invariance of the Lagrangian density when the same copy of SO(3) acts on ambient
space and microstructure manifolds in order to obtain balance of angular momentum .
This seems to be a matter of choice at first sight but can also be understood as
an interpretation of balance of angular momenta for a special class of structured
continua. In the following, we study a similar symmetry of the Lagrangian density.

Constrained microstructure manifold. Now let us assume that M(X) = Tq;t (x)S,

In this case the Euler-Lagrange equations are

A of:- b
Pa jA + - = POgabA , (6.24)

ocpa

of:- _ ~ of:- _ (~) _~Fc b - 0 (6.25)
ojpa dt of/a oP A IA OFbA AYac - .

Now a flow on S would affect the microstructure quantities too. In this case
invariance of the Lagrangian density means that
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(6.28)

7. Concluding remarks

This paper first critically reviewed the geometry of structured continua. Similar to
classical continuum mechanics, one assumes the existence of a well-defined reference
configuration and each material point is mapped to its current position in the ambient
space by the standard deformation mapping. In addition to this, each material point
is given a director, which lies in a microstructure manifold. A separate map, the
microstructure deformation mapping, maps each material point to its director, which
could be a scalar field, a vector field, or in general a tensor field.

The Green-Naghdi-Rivlin Theorem relates balance laws to invariance of balance of
energy under some groups of transformations. Previous attempts to extend this theorem
to structured continua were critically reviewed. It was explained that any generaliza
tion of this theorem explicitly depends on the nature of the microstructure manifold.
It turns out that in most continua with microstructure, the microstructure manifold is
linked to the ambient space manifold. We gave a concrete example of a structured
continuum, in which the ambient space is Euclidean, for which the microstructure
manifold is again JR3 but thought of as the tangent space of ]R3 at a given point.
Postulating balance of energy and its invariance under isometries of ]R3, we obtained
conservation of mass, balance of linear momentum and balance of angular momentum
with contributions from both macro and micro-forces. Limiting oneself to rigid mo
tions does not allow one to obtain a separate balance of micro-linear momentum. This
leads one to think about investigating covariant balance laws for structured continua.

We first assumed that the structured continuum is such that the ambient space
and the macrostructure manifold can have independent reframings. We showed that
postulating energy balance and its invariance under spatial and microstructure diffeo
morphisms gives conservation of mass, existence of Cauchy stress and micro-Cauchy
stress, balance of linear and micro-linear momenta, balance of angular and micro
angular momenta and two Doyle-Ericksen formulas. We then considered structured
continua for which the microstructure manifold is somewhat constrained in the sense
that a spatial change of frame affects the microstructure quantities too. As concrete
examples, we defined materially and spatially constrained structured continua. In
a spatially constrained continuum the microstructure bundle is the tangent bundle
of the ambient space manifold. In a materially constrained structured continuum,
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microstructure manifold at a given point X E B is TxB. We showed that postulating
energy balance and its invariance under spatial diffeomorphisms for a MCS continuum
gives conservation of mass, two balances of linear momentum, two balances of angular
momentum and two Doyle-Ericksen formulas. For a SCS continuum, spatial covari
ance gives balances of linear and angular momenta, which both have contributions
from macro and micro forces. We then defined a generalized covariance in which two
separate maps act on macro and micro quantities simultaneously. Under some assump
tions, we showed that generalized covariance can give a coupled balance of angular
momentum and two separate balances of linear momentum for macro and micro forces.

As concrete examples of structured continua, we looked at elastic solids with
distributed voids and mixtures and obtained their balance laws covariantly.

In the last part of the paper, we reviewed the Lagrangian field theory of
structured continua, when both ambient space and microstructure manifolds are
equipped with their own metrics. Assuming that standard deformation mapping and
microstructure deformation mapping are independent, they would have independent
variations and hence Hamilton's principle of least action gives us two sets of Euler
Lagrange equations. We then studied the connection between Noether's theorem and
covariance. It was observed that there is some ambiguity in making this connection.
The ambiguity arises from the fact that there are different possibilities in defining
covariance for a Lagrangian density. One choice is to assume that the Lagrangian
density is covariant under independent actions of spatial and microstructure flows. We
showed that this results in Doyle-Ericksen formulas identical to those obtained from
covariant energy balance for structured continua with free microstructure manifolds.
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